Photoreceptors in the retina are coupled by electrical synapses called "gap junctions". It has long been established that gap junctions increase the signal-to-noise ratio of photoreceptors. Inspired by electrically coupled photoreceptors, we introduced a simple filter, the PR-filter, with only one variable. On BSD68 dataset, PR-filter showed outstanding performance in SSIM during blind denoising tasks. It also significantly improved the performance of state-of-the-art convolutional neural network blind denosing on non-Gaussian noise. The performance of keeping more details might be attributed to small receptive field of the photoreceptors.
Introduction
Photoreceptors are the first stage of our early visual system, which transfer lights signals impinged on the retina into electrical signals 1, 2 . The photoreceptors produce large amount of noises during phototransduction process 3 . Through millions of years of evolution, our retina has developed a simple strategy for denoising-making photoreceptors electrically coupled via synapses called "gap junctions" 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 . It was proposed that photoreceptor electrical couplings are able to increase signalto-noise ratio and important for noise filtering 4, 5, 9 . However, the denoising mechanism for large-scale, electrically coupled photoreceptor network remains unexplored. Importantly, the strategy of making our biologic "photo-sensors" electrically coupled is entirely different from electronic photo-sensors in cameras or other devices, which must be strictly isolated from each other.
Here, we explored the denoising effects in the photoreceptor network with gap junctions. The aims of this study are multiple: (1) to gain insights into denoising mechanisms of electrical coupled photoreceptors in the retina; (2) to apply the biology-derived principle into machine denoising.
The structure of this paper is organized as follows: First, we applied the "spike-triggered average (STA)" method 10, 11, 12 to estimate the receptive field of individual photoreceptors in a biologically detailed photoreceptors network. The STA analysis indicate single photoreceptor has a small receptive field (Fig.2C) , suggesting single photoreceptor summarize information very locally. Next, we constructed a photoreceptor-filter (PR-filter) -a grid network with electrically coupled PRs. We extensively tested the PR-filter on various types of noise. The SSIM performance of the PR-filter exceeds any other classic spatial filters. At last, we combined the PR-filter with deep convolutional neural network (CNN). Our results indicates that the PR-filter can significantly improve the performance of the state-of-the-art CNN denoising on blind non-Gaussian noise 13 , not only increasing the signal-to-noise ratio but also keeping more details in vision.
Over all, our work is the first to apply the gap junctions in the machine denoising tasks and the first to show the gap junctions can be directly integrated in the modern AI architecture, which is significant for understanding evolution emergence of eletrical couplings between photoreceptors and may inspire blind denoising in machine learning.
Background

Photoreceptor noise
Photoreceptors noises mainly originate from two parts 14 : (1) dark noise produced by intracellular activities, (2) ambient illuminations. In low-light intensity conditions, the noise can be several log units higher than signals 3,15 .
Gap junctions in the retina
Gap junctions are electrical synapses which allow cells to directly communicate with electrical signals 5 . Retina has a layer-wised structure, while photoreceptors (rods and cones) are located in the first layer (Fig.1) . Gap junctions are abundant in each layers of the retinal (Fig.1) , suggesting the gap junction is fundamental to retina signal processing 16 . 
Receptive field and STA analysis
In neuroscience, "receptive field" refers to a specific region of stimuli (in space) that can affect a neuron's response 17 . The STA analysis is one of the most popular methods which has been widely used in studying receptive field in visual and auditory system 10? . The STA was initially designed for spiking neurons, but it can also apply to non-spiking neurons, such as BC 18 . For estimating non-linear receptive field, one should refer to other methods such as spike-triggered covariance (STC) 19 and Bayesian method 20 .
To compute the STA, the whole stimulus time is divided into k bins equally. Let x i denotes the stimulus vector preceding ith bin and here the mean of stimuli are assumed to be zero. And y i denotes the spike number in i th bin. The STA is given by
where n s is the total number of spikes. The STA method requires stimulus to be strictly "spherically symmetric", such as white noise 21, 22 . If the stimulus distribution is not spherically symmetric, ZCA whitening can be applied before computing STA.
Experiments
3.1 STA analysis of electrically coupled photoreceptors To gain insights into the functional role of gap junctions at the network level, we investigated the spatiotemporal receptive field of photoreceptors in a network, wherein gap junction couplings are the only connections among cells. We constructed a biologically detailed model for the photoreceptor, including phototransduction cascade and ion channels (Appendix Fig.A1 .1, Table. A1.1, Table. A1.2, and Table. A1.3). The model is described as follows:
where v m is the membrane voltage of photoreceptor, C m is the membrane voltage capacitance, v gap is the voltage of gap junction, I gap and I photo are currents from gap junction and phototransduction respectively, e ion and e leak are the voltage potentials of ion channel and leak, g leak is leak conductance, and g ion is ion channel conductance in Hodgkin-Huxley form 23 . The photoreceptor model can generate photocurrents in close match to available electrophysiology data (Appendix Fig.A1 .2) 24 . The topology of the network is grid-like (10 × 10 in size) and consisted of 100 photoreceptors ( Fig.2A ). In such a network, a neuron can only form connections to neighboring neurons and there is no long-range connections 25 . All simulations were performed in the NEURON simulator 26 .
To first investigate receptive field of photoreceptors under different stimuli, we feed the network with three types of inputs: Gaussian noise, Laplacian noise and natural images. Fig.2B shows the temporal STAs computed at the center neuron of the network. For all tested stimuli, our results show "off-center" receptive field of the center neuron, suggesting gap junctions provide inhibition-like effects at this moment (Fig.2C) . Interestingly, the shapes of the spatial receptive field are similar to a narrow Gaussian filter(σ=0.7358) (Fig.2D ), but with a heavier "tail", suggesting that the receptive field of single photoreceptor is largely weighted on the local connections, but sum up more information from larger area compared to a narrow Gaussian filter.
PR-filter on blind-denoising
Noisy Image Photoreceptor Filter Denoised Image The STA analysis indicate the electrically coupled photoreceptor network can form self-organized receptive field, similar to a narrow Gaussian filter. We wonder if the photoreceptor network can be directly applied for image denoising. However, one problem in applying the biologically detailed network on high resolution images is the computation cost, due to simulated phototransduction cascade (Appendix Fig.A1 ). To this end, we simplified the network in the following procedure: (1) We removed all ion channels and only kept passive leak channels. The model was reduced to:
(2) We used simplified photocurrents to replace the phototransduction cascade model. The photocurrents were reduced to double-exponential function:
1 Red mark stands for best performance of this line. 2 Intensity denpendent Gaussian noise. 3 Blind noise mixed by five regular noise types,which are white Gaussian, intensity denpendent Gaussian(I.D.G.), Laplacian, Salt&Pepper, and uniform. 4 Blind noise mentioned above, but excluded two kinds of Gaussian noise. where I dark = 40pA, tau 1 = 64ms, tau 2 = 68ms, and g max controls the amplitude of I * photo . We found the choice of kinetic parameters for the wave-form is not critical, as long as there is a certain time course. (3) The network is still grid-like as in previous detailed network, but the size of the network can be expanded in accordance with image resolutions, wherein each photoreceptor encodes single pixel.
Thus, we constructed a photoreceptor based filter, the PR-filter, with only one tunable parameter-the gap junction strength. In addition, no inference or prior knowledge of noise is required. Therefore, it can be applied for blind denoising. Next, we tested the PR-filter on the Berkeley segmentation dataset(BSD68) 27, 13 dataset and compared our results with classic spatial filters. In addition to a variety of regular noise types, we also generated two types of "blind-noise". We listed both peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) of the denoised images. Surprisingly, we found the PR-filter dominants the SSIM performance on nearly all noise types (both high level and low level, Table 2 ,see Appendix 2 for parameter details), suggesting the PRfilter denoising aims to remain more details of the original images. The only exception to the PR-filter is the Salt&Pepper noise. Even if to this particular noise type, the PR-filter achieves relative good performance in both PSNR and SSIM. As to the PSNR index, the PR-filter achieves highest performance on nearly all types of noises in case the noise levels are high, while it still remains good performance in case the noise levels are low (Table 1) . In comparison, all other classic filters have weak performance when dealing with either regular or blind noise types (Table 1) . Overall, the PR-filter shows superior performance in SSIM index and excellent performance in PSNR index. We use 400 images of size 180×180 for training 28 . 128×3,000 patches of size 50×50 are cropped from the 400 images to train our model. For testing we use 68 natural images from BSD68. The weights are initialized by the method in 29 . We train our network using Adam optimizer with a initial learning rate of 0.001. Our network is trained for 50 epochs with a mini-batch size of 128. The learning rate is divided by 10 upon reaching 30 epochs. Most of the existing CNN blind denoising methods are essentially Gaussian denoising 30 , which limits their general applications on non-Gaussian noise in reality. We wonder if combining the PR-filter with CNN denoising would improve the performance of the CNN blind denoising on non-Gaussian noise. We selected the framework "DnCNN" 13 , which is the state-of-the-art CNN blind denoising method, and re-implemented the DnCNN in Tensorflow 29 . The blind noises were identical to those in the section 3.2. The idea is to first process the raw noisy image by the PR-filter, then trained the DnCNN with the filtered image data ("PR-filter+DnCNN" , Fig.4 ). This architecture is similar to our visual system: noisy signals are first processed in the retina, and then sent to visual cortex for further improvements on details.
PR-filter improves CNN blind denoising on non-Gaussian noise
Our results indicates the PR-filter+DnCNN outperforms original DnCNN by ∼2 dB in PSNR and 0.02-0.07 in SSIM while performing blind denoising on blind non-Gaussian noises (Table 4) . Although the Gaussian filter can also improve the performance of DnCNN, it is less effective than the PR-filter (Table 4) . Fig.5 illustrates the visual effects of the blind denoising on blind non-Gaussian noise. As to blind noises including Gaussian noise, DnCNN performs slightly better than PR-filter+DnCNN (∼0.5 dB in PSNR and 0.01-0.02 in SSIM, Table 3 ), suggesting the PR-filter doesn't significantly weaken the ability of CNN blind denoising on noises including Gaussian.
Why the PR-filter can improve the performance of DnCNN on non-Gaussian blind noise? To gain insights into its working mechanism, we next analyzed the noise distributions before/after the PRfilter. Intriguingly, we found the PR-filter can regularize the noise distributions: In most cases we encountered, the filtered image noise was squeezed towards the center and formed distributions similar to Gaussian (Fig 6D-E , also see examples in Fig 6A and 6B) . In very few cases where the original noise distributions appear discontinuous, the filtered image noise was still squeezed towards the center but formed distributions similar to mixture of Gaussian (Fig. 6C) . The DnCNN adopted a strategy called "residual learning", which aims to learn the distribution of the noise. As the DnCNN was initially optimized for Gaussian 13 , by changing irregular noise distributions closer to Gaussian, the PR-filter is able to improve the performance of DnCNN on non-Gaussian noise.
Discussions
In this study, inspired by the electrically coupled photoreceptors, we constructed a photoreceptor-filter (PR-filter). Although this simple filter contains only one variable, it exhibits excellent performance in blind denoising. In particular, it outperforms all classic spatial filters in SSIM index (with the only exception when dealing with Salt&Pepper noise). In addition, it also significantly improves the performance (in both PSNR and SSIM) of the state-of-the-art CNN blind denoising on non-Gaussian noise. Why the PR-filter can keep good details of the image while efficiently removing noise? One plausible explanation is the receptive field revealed by STA analysis, which is similar to a narrow Gaussian filter. The photoreceptor in the PR-filter mostly sums up information from a very small patch, thus, it is more sensitive to details such as edges and lines. Why the PR-filter negatively impacts the performance of DnCNN on blind Gaussian noise? The reasons might be: (1) we haven't done extensive parameter search for the gap junction value. (2) the original noise distribution of blind Gaussian noise is already close to Gaussian. Can PR-filter also improve the performance of BM3D 31 ? BM3D is essentially a non-blind denoiser and requires estimation of "noise level" (σ). Its performance might be more sensitive to the estimated noise level, rather than distribution of noise itself. As we expected, the PR-filter greatly improve the performance of BM3D given σ=25, but slightly negatively impact BM3D given σ=50 (Appendix Table A3 .1). For modeling the whole rod photoreceptor, we add different ion mechanisms 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 in rod soma, which are listed in Table A1 .3. 
Appendix2
For testing the performance of PR-filter, we used five common noises, including white Gaussian, intensity denpendent Gaussian, Laplacian, Salt&Pepper, and uniform, and we mixed these noises pixelwisely and generated two kinds of blind noises.
For blind noise including Gaussian noise, we generated blind noises by adding noises pixelwisely in the sequence of Gaussian, intensity denpendent Gaussian, Laplacian, Salt&Pepper, and uniform, where we selected parameters randomly, but we made the average PSNR of noisy images to be ∼9, ∼12,and ∼15 respectively.
For blind noise excluding Gaussian noise, we made the average PSNR of noisy images to be ∼9, ∼14,and ∼18 respectively. 
Appendix3
